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Final year is said to be the most important year in engineering life because it is the year when
students faces placement and recruitment drive of various companies for getting placed and to have
a great career ahead. Final year is the year when students makeup their mind about the technology
in which they wants to shape up their career and for getting good placements students need to have
crystal clear basic fundamentals of the technology of their interest. Top companies visit vast number
of colleges in order to get some cream students who have some great technical skills and can
contribute in the company's progress. Most of the times, students fails to gain good practical
knowledge on the technologies because the main emphasis is laid on class room teaching during
academic sessions rather then practical's and laboratory sessions.

And companies only examines the technical skills of the students during recruitment processes, as
students have to work practically on technologies in the companies. This is the main reason why
sometimes even toppers do not get placements as they lacks practical command over technologies
and sometimes average students gets placed in leading companies just because of their good
technical skills. Marks are not any criteria for placements and jobs, only technical knowledge
matters.

The only way out for gaining good technical knowledge is to work practically on them. Summer
training is one such good option, during these training programs students learns technologies while
working on them. The main motive behind the summer training is major project or final year project.
Final year or major project submission is a compulsion during the final year, so universities gives
two months time to the students during the break between third and fourth year to prepare their final
year project. During summer training students not only prepare their project work but also learn
professionalism  and gain some great technical attainment. If done from a good training good
training company, summer training can be beneficial in multiple ways to the students.

Summer training helps students to forget about all those tension like semester examination ,
workshop, sessional test which works as huddle between students and technical attainments.
During summer training students can fully concentrate on their project work, learning new
technologies practically, learning corporate environment, In other words, we can say that summer
training helps students to develop overall personality. The technical attainment gained during
summer training proof to be very effective during placement and recruitment drives, because major
project which students submits during their final year is the favourite topic of recruiters for checking
technical attainment of fresher's students.

In short summer training is jack of all trade which it come to technical training programs for
engineering and other technical students and should not be taken for granted. Summer training
usually starts from May. Get yourself enrolled for summer training now.
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Ashutosh Kaushik - About Author:
CETPA InfoTech Pvt Ltd, India's biggest IT & Embedded Training Company is offering a summer
training for B.Tech and other students. a summer training 2012 will be much bigger and much
advanced and will be followed by a 6 months industrial training in upcoming months. 
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